terms "historical rhetorical analysis," it is an analysis of Paul's "arts of persuasion" as author of 1 Corinthians. This in turn involved, for the sake of comparison, analysis of the rhetorics of some of Paul's contemporaries and nearcontemporaries. Mitchell is critical of modern-day assumptions about rhetorical persuasion, especially the tendency to focus only on ancient rhetorical handbooks that prescribe certain rhetorical practices. She argues quite logically that not only the handbooks but the actual rhetorical practices of the ancients as well should be compared to the rhetorical practices of 1 Corinthians. This different starting point is what Mitchell claims distinguishes her effort from the efforts of other scholars who have applied rhetorical criticism to the study of early Christian literature and is, by extension, what justifies yet another study of 1 Corinthians.
The comprehensive reading of comparative materials leads Mitchell to the thesis that 1 Corinthians is a unitary document that urges the Corinthians to become unified. She argues that the major characteristics of deliberative rhetoric are in evidence in 1 Corinthians: (1) focus on future as subject of deliberation, (2) employment of a determined set of appeals or ends (e.g., to sympheron), (3) proof by example (paradeigma), and (4) focus on certain subjects (e.g., factionalism and concord). Evidence for the first three characteristics is provided throughout the book in a detailed outline and in compositional analysis; the last characteristic, having to do with subject matter, takes up the largest part of the book. 1 Corinthians is established as deliberative argumentation that appeals to the Corinthians to become unified. It is also established that in drawing on certain Greco-Roman rhetorical conventions and assumptions, Paul adopted Greco-Roman political ideologies and orientations. 1 Corinthians is then interpreted both as rhetoric and as a type of "practical ecclesiology," including a particular politics of group formation.
The While there were sporadic arrests and occasional executions of Christians, it was not a general persecution (whether real, threatened, or imagined) that provoked John's counterblast, but the general idolization of Roman power and success that was so alluring to Christians. The hermeneutical bridge opened up to modern readers is thus broader and straighter than if the book is seen primarily as a response to overt persecution. A second example: it is practically a clich6 among critical interpreters that biblical "prophecy" is not to be identified with "prediction." Bauckham shows that, well and good, nonetheless the predictive element cannot be dismissed either by showing that John's chronology and imminent expectation were wrong, as they in fact were. Revelation's prophecy of the final victory of God and of the church's role in the meantime, even when understood as predictions, are hermeneutically important.
Bauckham is especially clear and persuasive in his advocacy of the ultimately universalistic perspective of Revelation. His exegesis shows that 11:1-13 (which he regards as a key passage) and 15:1-4 can be added to the texts in Revelation that portray the final conversion of all nations to worship and serve the God of
